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Abstract Objective: To summarize the current clinical evidence related to the therapeutic
effects and safety of adjuvant scalp electro-acupuncture (SEA) treatment for Parkinson’s dis-
ease in China.
Methods: Following the PRISMA statement, seven electronic databases were searched to
retrieve randomized controlled clinical trials that used SEA combined with medication as
the treatment intervention, and medication as the control. RevMan 5.3 was used to analyze
outcomes, including the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS), Webster scale,
effectiveness rate, and UPDRS III.
Results: Nine randomized controlled trials, with certain methodological flaws and risks of bias,
were included that involved 474 participants. SEA combined with medication was more effec-
tive than medication alone in overall therapeutic effects, as evidenced by total UPDRS scores
(mean difference (MD): 7.15, 95% confidence interval [CI] 0.24 to 14.07, P Z .04), Webster
scores (MD: 1.60, 95% CI 0.20 to 2.99, P Z .03), and effectiveness rate (risk ratio: 1.35, 95%
CI 1.19 to 1.54, P < .001). In addition, there was significant improvement in pooled motor
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function results after adjuvant SEA treatment compared with medication alone (MD: 5.75, 95%
CI 4.18 to 7.32, P < .001).
Conclusion: The combination of SEA and medication may be a promising intervention for pa-
tients with Parkinson’s disease, especially to improve motor function. However, results were
inconclusive, and additional studies with rigorous experimental design and larger sample sizes
are needed to verify these results.
ª 2019 Beijing University of Chinese Medicine. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is
an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a progressive neurodegenerative
disease characterized by selective mesencephalic dopamine
neuron deficiency, and it presents with motor, non-motor,
and behavioral dysfunctions.1 The diagnosis of PD is primarily
based on clinical motor symptoms, including tremor, rigidity,
akinesia or bradykinesia, and postural instability, of which
tremor or rigidity is essential for diagnosis.2 At present, drugs
and surgical therapy are the cardinal treatments and aim to
alleviate symptoms, but these treatments cannot cure the
disease.3 Drug therapy can be divided into six categories,
including dopamine-like drugs, dopamine agonists, mono-
amine oxidase B inhibitors, amantadine, anticholinergic
drugs, and levodopa catechol-O-methyltransferase in-
hibitors.4 Deep brain stimulation, which is outstanding in the
treatment of motor symptoms, is a more recent alternative
to ablative procedures; however, it has the risk of stimu-
lating neighboring structures and brain regions, thus inducing
adverse psychiatric effects.5

Acupuncture, an alternative medicine, is an ancient
traditional Chinese medical practice that exerts a wide
range of effects.6 In traditional Chinese medicine (TCM),
disease is caused by an unbalanced flow of qi, which flows
in the body through the meridian system.7,8 Stimulating
acupoints to help the qi flow circulate is believed to restore
the body’s homeostasis.9 Scalp acupuncture (SA) therapy
has been developed through medical practice, and is a
combined concept of the meridian theory from TCM and the
functional localization theory of the cerebral cortex from
modern medicine.10 There are two main theoretical bases
for SA: one is based on the traditional theory of zang-fu
organs, meridians; the other is based on cerebral pro-
jections on the scalp, is known as the SA standard system,
and contains 14 microsystem scalp point (MS) lines. In this
practice, scalp acupoints, with specific physical locations
targeting the respective regions of the brain, are pene-
trated with slender, sterile metal needles.11 With the aid of
modern technology, scalp electro-acupuncture (SEA) has
advantages over SA. It has been shown that SEA is effective
in treating neurological diseases by directly exciting the
cerebral cortex, with a series of advantages over traditional
SA including prolonged stimulation time, controllable
stimulation, fewer side effects, and simplicity.12e14 In
addition, SEA can be combined with other therapies to in-
crease its effectiveness. A combination of SEA and medi-
cation has been reported to exert positive effects in
treating PD, but lack of strong evidence. This systematic
review and meta-analysis was designed to evaluate the
therapeutic effect of SEA combined with western drugs on
PD using a comprehensive literature search.
Materials and methods

This systematic review was performed using the PRISMA
statement as its basis.

Search strategy

A computerized search in PubMed, Embase, Cochrane Li-
brary, China National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI),
WanFang Database (WanFang), Chinese Scientific Journals
Database (VIP), and Chinese Biomedical Literature Data-
base (SinoMed) was performed independently by two re-
viewers (WDF and HJM). The publication timeframe was
from the inception of each database until August 2018. No
limit was placed on publication language. The search
strategies, set according to the search instructions of the
various databases, are listed in Supplementary table.
MeSH terms and key words such as “acupuncture” and
“Parkinson’s disease” were selected. No language limit
was set for the electronic search. The review authors also
screened the references of relevant reviews and retrieved
any relevant referenced articles to achieve optimal search
results.

Criteria for considering studies for this review

All randomized controlled trials (RCTs) that evaluated SEA
therapy for PD were included. Participants diagnosed with
PD using standard diagnostic criteria were enrolled, without
regard for age, gender, educational status, race, or disease
duration. Participants who were diagnosed with a parkinso-
nian syndrome or with severe complications were excluded.
Patients had not previously received any surgical or
acupuncture interventions. The intervention in the experi-
mental group was SEA combined with medication, without
regard for treatment duration or frequency, and the inter-
vention in the control group was medication alone. The in-
terventions in the two treatment groups did not include any
other drugs, surgery, or alternative medical interventions.
The use of the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale
(UPDRS) and Webster Scale as assessment methods was
considered reasonable.15,16 In addition, studies that took the
effectiveness rate as an evaluation index were included.
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Data collection and analysis

Study selection
Two reviewers (WDF and HJM) independently screened
study titles and abstracts to exclude unrelated records. Full
text retrieval and further assessment was conducted for
each potentially eligible study. Any disagreements were
resolved through consensus. For articles that had been
published multiple times using the same data, the one with
the most complete data set was selected. In cases where
related data were not presented, authors were contacted
for additional data.

Data extraction and management
Data extraction was completed by two authors (YC and CG)
using a pre-piloted extraction sheet. Data extracted
included the author, publication year, sample size, patient
characteristics (age, gender, diagnosis, and disease dura-
tion), acupuncture points and frequency, dose of medica-
tion, course of treatment, outcome measures, dropouts,
and adverse effects. The data extracted were cross-
checked and any inconsistencies were resolved by discus-
sion or recourse to a third author (YZ).

Risk of bias assessment
The risk of bias assessment included seven domains: random
sequence generation, allocation concealment, blinding of
participants and personnel, blinding of outcome assessment,
incomplete outcome data, selective reporting, and other
bias. The risk of bias was evaluated using the Cochrane risk
of bias tool by the two aforementioned authors (YC and CG),
independently.17 For each domain, studies were classified as
having “low risk of bias”, “high risk of bias”, or “unclear risk
of bias” based on a number of signaling questions. If
necessary, consultation with a third author (YZ) occurred.

Data analysis
Measures of treatment effect. To measure the treatment
effect, a mean difference (MD) with 95% confidence inter-
val (CI) was used for continuous data, and a risk ratio (RR)
with 95% CIs for dichotomous outcomes.

Assessment of heterogeneity. Based on the Cochrane
Handbook guidelines, heterogeneity was evaluated using
the chi-squared test. The heterogeneity was recognized as
significant if the I2 value exceeded 50%.

Assessment of publication bias. If more than 10 trials
were included in the review, a funnel plot could be
employed to detect publication bias.

Data synthesis. RevMan 5.3 was used to synthesize the
data.18 If heterogeneity among the trials was low
(I2 < 50%), a fixed-effect model was conducted;
otherwise, a random-effect model was applied.

Sensitivity analysis. A sensitivity analysis was conducted
to test the stability of the results according to sample size.

Subgroup analysis. A subgroup analysis by intervention
duration was conducted to investigate the effectiveness
rate, depending on the scale used to assess syndrome
severity. Another subgroup analysis was conducted ac-
cording to the different medications used to treat PD.

Results

Literature search

Using a comprehensive electronic search, 668 potentially
relevant articles were retrieved: 64 from PubMed, 66 from
Embase, 42 from Cochrane Library, 183 from CNKI, 121 from
WanFang, 87 from VIP, and 105 from SinoMed. After the
removal of duplicates, 342 records were screened by title
and abstract. Thirty studies then entered the stage of full-
text screening. Of these, 22 studies were removed, 10
because of a combination of inappropriate interventions, 5
because they contained duplicate data, and 7 because they
had an undesired outcome. Additionally, 3 relevant sys-
tematic reviews of acupuncture therapy and PD were
retrieved for supplementation, and one trial was added.
Finally, nine studies19e27 were considered eligible for the
review (Fig. 1).

Characteristics of the included studies

The nine included clinical trials were all published in China
between 2006 and 2018. The mean age at inclusion ranged
between 55 and 70 years old, and the sample size was from
30 to 80 participants. No RCT reported sample size calcu-
lations. The RCTs used medication as the control group and
SEA combined with medication as the experimental group.
The most common treatment duration of the included ex-
periments was 4 weeks, which was also the shortest
treatment time, and the longest duration was up to 12
weeks. The main acupoints used in these studies included
Dingnie Qianxiexian (MS6), Fengchi (GB 20), Dingpangxian I
(MS8), Dingpangxian II (MS9), Epangxian III (MS4), and
Zhenxia Pangxian (MS14), of which MS6 and GB 20 were the
most commonly used (Table 1).

Methodological quality

All included trials reported that the grouping was random;
however, only three studies23,25,27 were assessed as having
a low risk of selection bias because they used a random
numbers table to assign patients. All RCTs were evaluated
with unclear risk of bias because they did not mention the
allocation concealment. No article provided details about
any blinding of outcome assessment, and so all studies were
evaluated as having a high risk of performance bias. In all
included RCTs, the number of subjects enrolled was
consistent with the numbers in the statistical analysis. Six
trials19,21,23,25e27 reported important outcomes (with
symptom assessment as the primary outcome), which were
considered as having a low risk for selective outcome
reporting bias. Only one trial24 reported the effectiveness
rate without symptom assessment, and showed a high risk
of bias. The two remaining RCTs20,22 were considered to
have an unclear risk for selective outcome reporting bias
because they reported the motor score without any



Figure 1 Study flow diagram.
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description of whether they tested other subscores of
UPDRS. The details of quality assessment can be seen in
Figs. 2 and 3.

Results of the meta-analysis

Total UPDRS scores
Three studies19,23,27 compared the effects of the combined
treatment on total UPDRS scores (Table 2 and
Supplementary Fig. 1). Since the heterogeneity was rela-
tively high (P Z .13; I2 Z 52%), a random-effect model was
conducted for the meta-analysis. The results showed that
SEA combined with medication was significantly more
effective than medication alone (MD: 7.15, 95% CI: 0.24 to
14.07, P Z .04). The relatively high heterogeneity may be
due to the different drugs used to treat PD, because Yang
et al.27 from the pooled analysis used L-3,4-
dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-Dopa) as medication, while the
other studies used Madopar. A subgroup meta-analysis was
therefore performed.

In the Madopar subgroup,19,23 the between-study het-
erogeneity significantly decreased (P Z .56; I2 Z 0%), and
the result of the meta-analysis was not significantly
different from the complete analysis (MD: 11.01, 95% CI:
4.10 to 17.91, P Z .002), thus demonstrating that the
overall effect of SEA combined with Madopar was signifi-
cantly more effective than Madopar alone.

In the L-Dopa subgroup,27 the effect of reducing total
UPDRS scores in PD patients was not in significant differ-
ence between SEA combined with L-Dopa and L-Dopa
alone (MD: 2.10, 95% CI: �3.56 to 7.76, P Z .47).
Webster scale
Two studies21,27 compared the effects of the combined
treatment using the Webster scale (Table 2 and
Supplementary Fig. 2). Since no obvious between-study
heterogeneity existed (P Z .18; I2 Z 44%), a fixed-effect
model was utilized. Results demonstrated that the combi-
nation of SEA and medication was significantly more
effective than medication alone (MD: 1.60, 95% CI: 0.20 to
2.99, P Z .03). To explore the different effects of medi-
cations on Webster scores, a subgroup analysis was
conducted.

One article21 used Madopar as the medication, and the
meta-analysis showed that the effect of SEA combined with
Madopar was the same as with Madopar alone in reducing
Webster scores in PD patients (MD: 0.06, 95% CI: �1.43 to
2.63, P Z .56).

The other article27 used L-Dopa as the medication, and
the meta-analysis showed that SEA combined with L-Dopa
was more effective than L-Dopa alone at reducing Webster
scores in patients with PD (MD: 2.50, 95% CI: 0.57 to 4.43,
P Z .01).

Effectiveness rate
Six RCTs21,23e27 adopted the effectiveness rate as the
outcome assessment (Table 2 and Supplementary Fig. 3).
After treatment, patients with PD were dichotomized as
effectiveness or invalidity according to the Nimodipine
method.28 If the reduction rate in symptom scores was at
least 20% from before to after treatment, the treatment
was considered effective; if not, it was considered to be
invalid. Meta-analysis showed that the combination of SEA



Table 1 Characteristics of the included trials.

Study ID Participates (T:

Treatment; C: Control)

Intervention Control Treatment

duration

Outcome measures

Gu K 201319 Gender (male/female): T
10/13; C 15/10
Age (yrs, MD (SD)): T 66
(8); C 70 (8)

Madopar þ SEA: acupoints
including Dingnie Qianxiexian
(MS6), Fengchi (GB 20), Quchi
(LI 11), Hegu (LI 4), Taichong
(LR 3), Taixi (KI 3),
Yanglingquan (GB 34) and
retained for 20 minutes.

Madopar Once every
two days, 12
weeks

Total UPDRS þ UPDRS I‒
IV þ effectiveness rate

Huang Y
200920

Gender (male/female): T
8/7; C 6/9
Age (yrs, MD (SD)): T 66
(8); C 70 (8)

Madopar þ SEA: acupoints
including MS6, Epangxian III
(MS4), Dingpangxian I (MS8),
Dingpangxian II (MS9), Zhenxia
Pangxian (MS14) and retained
for 30 minutes

Madopar
Mild: 125 mg
tid
Moderate:
250 mg tid

Once per day,
6 days per
week, 5
weeks

UPDRS III

Jiang XM
200621

T 15; C 15
Age (yrs, range): T 53
e75; C 40‒72

Madopar þ SEA: acupoints
including MS6, MS4, MS8, MS9,
MS14 and retained for 30 minutes

Madopar 6 weeks Webster þ effectiveness
rate

Liu XT
201622

Gender (male/female): T
9/11; C 12/8
Age (yrs, MD (SD)): T 59
(8); C 63 (4)

Madopar þ SEA: acupoints
including bilateral chorea
trembling control area and
retained for 20 minutes

Madopar 10 weeks UPDRS III

Suo QF
201523

Gender (male/female): T
23/12; C 25/10
Age (yrs, MD (SD)): T 67.2
(5.6); C 66.8 (5.8)

Madopar þ SEA: acupoints
including GB 20, Gongxue (new
acupoint, 1 finger cun inferior
GB 20), chorea trembling
control area and retained for
30 minutes

Madopar
125 mg tid

4 weeks Total
UPDRS þ effectiveness
rate

Tian J
200724

Gender (male/female): T
23/17; C 22/18
Age (yrs, range): T 43
e77; C 42‒75

Madopar þ SEA: acupoints
including bilateral Sishencong
(EX-HN1), Xuanli (GB 6), Baihui
(GV 20), Qubin (GB 7), Naokong
(GB 19), GB 20 and retained for
30 minutes

Madopar
125e250 mg
tid

4 weeks effectiveness rate

Wang S
200625

Gender (male/female): T
25/12; C 21/18
Age (yrs, MD (SD)): T 62.1
(8.7); C 59.1 (12.4)

Madopar þ SEA: acupoints
including EX-HN1, GB 6,
Qianding (GV 21), Xuanlu (GB
5), Naohu (GV 17), Fengfu (GV
16), Yuzhen (BL 9), Tianzhu (BL
10), GB 19, GB 20 and retained
for 30 minutes

Madopar 4 weeks Total
UPDRS þ effectiveness
rate

Wang ZJ
201826

Gender (male/female): T
20/10; C 22/8
Age (yrs, MD (SD)): 56
(5.6); 55 (6.1)

Madopar þ SEA: acupoints
including MS6, MS4, MS8, MS9,
MS14, chorea trembling control
area and retained for 30 minutes

Madopar 4 weeks UPDRS
III þ effectiveness rate

Yang XY
201627

Gender (male/female): T
14/6; C 11/9
Age (yrs, MD (SD)): 56
(5.6); 55 (6.1)

L-Dopa þ SEA: acupoints
including GV 16, GV 17, GV 20,
Yintang (GV 29), Shuigou (GV
26) and retained for 30 minutes

L-Dopa 4 weeks Total UPDRS þ Webster
þ effectiveness rate

Abbreviations: L-Dopa; L-3,4-dihydroxypheylalanine; MD: mean difference; SD: standard deviation; SEA: scalp electro-acupuncture;
UPDRS, Unified Parkinson Disease Rating Scale.
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and medication had a greater effect than medication alone
(RR: 1.35, 95% CI: 1.19 to 1.54, P < .001), and there was no
heterogeneity (P Z .53; I2 Z 0%). To explore the roles of
different medications, a subgroup analysis was performed.

The meta-analysis of the five RCTs21,23e26 that used
Madopar as the intervention medication demonstrated that
the combination of SEA and Madopar was more effective than
medication alone (RR: 1.37, 95% CI: 1.19 to 1.58, P < .001).

The meta-analysis of the one RCT27 that used L-Dopa
demonstrated that a combination of SEA and L-Dopa was no
different than treatment with L-Dopa alone (RR: 1.21, 95%
CI: 0.86 to 1.71, P Z .26).



Figure 2 Risk of bias graph.

Figure 3 Risk of bias summary.
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UPDRS III
Five trials19,20,22,25,26 reported motor function scores of
patients using the UPDRS III (Table 2 and Supplementary
Fig. 4). All these five trials used Madopar as the interven-
tion measures. The meta-analysis of these studies showed
that a combination of SEA and Madopar was more effective
than Madopar alone for motor function improvement (MD:
Table 2 Meta-analysis of the effects of SEA combined with me

Outcome or

subgroup

Studies Statistical method

Total UPDRS 3 Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95%
CI)

SEA þ Madopar
vs Madopar

2 Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95%
CI)

SEA þ L-Dopa vs
L-Dopa

1 Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95%
CI)

Webster 2 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI)
SEA þ Madopar
vs Madopar

1 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI)

SEA þ L-Dopa vs
L-Dopa

1 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI)

ER 6 Risk Ratio (M�H, Fixed, 95% CI)
SEA þ Madopar
vs Madopar

5 Risk Ratio (M�H, Fixed, 95% CI)

SEA þ L-Dopa vs
L-Dopa

1 Risk Ratio (M�H, Fixed, 95% CI)

UPDRS ⅢⅢ 5 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI)
SEA þ Madopar
vs Madopar

5 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI)

Abbreviations: CI: confidence interval; ER: effectiveness rate; IV: inv
Haenszel; N/A: not applicable; RR: risk ratio; SEA: scalp electro-acup
5.75, 95% CI: 4.18 to 7.32, P < .001). No obvious hetero-
geneity existed (P Z .61; I2 Z 0%).

Adverse events
Only one RCT25 described adverse events. In the experi-
mental group, 31 out of 37 subjects had adverse reactions
before treatment, compared with 13 out of 37 after
treatment; in the control group, 31 out of 39 subjects had
adverse reactions before treatment, while 32 out of 39 had
adverse reactions after treatment. There were significant
differences between the two groups (P < .01), indicating
that SEA could relieve the side effects caused by
medication.

Funnel plot analysis
The number of included trials was so small that we couldn’t
conduct a funnel plot analysis recommended by the
guidelines in the Cochrane Handbook of Systematic
Reviews.17
Discussion

Summary of the main results

Nine studies that assessed the effects of SEA therapy for PD
treatment were included in this systematic review, incor-
porating 474 patients. In this systematic review, our meta-
analysis of the effectiveness rate of six studies demon-
strated that SEA combined with medication improved
overall symptoms in PD patients. In addition, the overall
therapeutic effects of SEA were evaluated by analyses using
total UPDRS and Webster scale scores, and these analyses
confirmed the previous finding. The MD of the total UPDRS
dication vs medication alone.

Effect estimate

(95%CI)

Test for overall effect Heterogeneity

7.15 [0.24, 14.07] Z Z 2.03 (P Z .04) I2 Z 52%

11.01 [4.10, 17.91] Z Z 3.12 (P Z .002) I2 Z 0%

2.10 [-3.56, 7.76] Z Z 0.73 (P Z .47) N/A

1.60 [0.20, 2.99] Z Z 2.24 (P Z .03) I2 Z 44%
0.60 [-1.43, 2.63] Z Z 0.58 (P Z .56) N/A

2.50 [0.57, 4.43] Z Z 2.54 (P Z .01) N/A

1.35 [1.19, 1.54] Z Z 4.50 (P < .001) I2 Z 0%
1.37 [1.19, 1.58] Z Z 4.37 (P < .001) I2 Z 0%

1.21 [0.86, 1.71] Z Z 1.12 (P Z .26) N/A

5.75 [4.18, 7.32] Z Z 7.19 (P < .001) I2 Z 0%
5.75 [4.18, 7.32] Z Z 7.19 (P < .001) I2 Z 0%

erse variance; L-Dopa; L-3,4-dihydroxypheylalanine; M-H: Mantel-
uncture; UPDRS: Unified Parkinson Disease Rating Scale.
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was much higher than the minimal clinically important
difference (MCID), which is the smallest clinically mean-
ingful change for patients in a specified outcome mea-
sure.29,30 In terms of motor dysfunction, five
studies19,20,22,25,26 reported positive results using the
UPDRS III, and the outcome suggested that SEA combined
with medication had a significant improvement on motor
symptoms compared with medication alone. In addition,
the MD from UPDRS III scores was 5.75, which is within the
moderate range of a clinically important difference
(4.5e6.7), thus demonstrating a clinically meaningful
change in motor function in response to therapeutic in-
terventions.29 No adverse events related to SEA were re-
ported; in contrast, one study showed that SEA had the
effect of relieving side effects caused by medications.
Currently, our results suggest that EA stimulation at scalp
acupoints combined with medication is a relatively safe
therapy that can alleviate motor and overall symptoms
when compared with treatment with medication alone.
However, due to the poor methodological quality of studies
and the small number of included trials, no definite con-
clusions can be made. A number of high-quality RCTs that
focus on SEA therapy for PD management are thus needed
in future.
Strengths and limitations of this review

To include the most comprehensive set of experiments
possible, we searched a series of electronic databases
without language restrictions in a systematic evaluation. To
our knowledge, this meta-analysis is the first to evaluate
the effects and safety of SEA combined with medication in
the treatment of PD.

However, we were unable to reach a definitive conclu-
sion regarding the effectiveness of SEA because of a num-
ber of limitations in this systematic review and meta-
analysis. First, the selected studies were all carried out
and published in China, and no unpublished trials or articles
using patients of different races were found. This may
affect the application of the results to an international
population. Second, the methodological quality of the
included trials was low, which probably led to an over-
estimation of the therapeutic effect of combination SEA
and medication therapy in the treatment of PD. Third, no
articles described the methods of sample size calculation,
which increases uncertainty regarding the overall evidence
for SEA treatment of PD. Fourth, the treatment conditions
in the included trials were different. For example, the
disease duration ranged from 2.4 to 8 years, and was not
reported in one study; for the medications, only one article
used L-Dopa as the control therapy, while the other studies
all used Madopar; for treatment duration, the majority of
studies had a treatment duration of 4 weeks, while the
remaining studies varied from 5 to 12 weeks; and for the
acupoints used, these varied between studies, and included
MS6, GB 20, MS8, MS9, MS4, and MS14, among others. Fifth,
the reporting outcomes varied between studies. Different
outcome parameters were employed, such as the total
UPDRS and Webster scale scores. Furthermore, only one
RCT25 reported adverse reactions, and this study gave no
specific description of the types and characteristics of
reactions, and only provided the case numbers of adverse
reactions. In addition, none of the included RCTs provided
follow-up data. To determine whether SEA is truly effective
in treating PD, any future evaluation of its therapeutic
effectiveness should be in accordance with international
standards.
Implications for future studies

With recent advances in pharmacological therapies and
surgery for the treatment of PD, there is growing concern
over the consequent adverse events. Long-term L-Dopa
therapy causes side effects in both motor and non-motor
responses, the former including ONeOFF fluctuations,
sudden and unpredictable changes in mobility, and the
wearing-off phenomenon.31 Furthermore, deep brain stim-
ulation can cause a number of complications, such as
intracerebral hemorrhage, which can induce serious
neurologic symptoms.32 Thus, with increasing interest
worldwide in alternative medical therapies to treat PD,
attention has been drawn to the effects of SEA, which is a
complementary and alternative medical therapy that is
supported by scientific evidence, and which is growing to
be accepted by modern medicine.33

At present, one of the most commonly used method of
acupuncture and moxibustion treatment in PD is scalp
acupuncture, which accounts for 58.3% of the frequency of
the main points.34 In this review, we found that MS6, GB 20,
MS8, MS9, MS4, and MS14 were the most frequently used
acupoints. Both MS6 and GB 20 were used in four studies
each. The main clinical symptoms of PD are associated with
motor dysfunction, such as tremor or rigidity. The MS6 line
(the posterior oblique parietaletemporal line) relates to
the primary motor area, which is responsible for motor
symptoms in PD. This line goes from Qianshencong (EX-HN1)
to Xuanli (GB 6) and can be divided as follows: (i) the upper
1/5, corresponding to the inferior limbs and torso; (ii) the
middle 2/5, corresponding to the superior limbs; and (iii)
the lower 2/5, corresponding to the face and language.10

The MS14 line (the lower lateral line of the occipital
scalp), which is a line of 2 cun, goes down from Yuzhen (BL
16), corresponding to the balance area, and can be used to
treat equilibrium disturbances, which are a common clin-
ical motor dysfunction in PD.35 Recent evidence suggests
that PD patients also have changes in sensory36 and auto-
nomic function.37 The former consists of tactile abnormal-
ities, pain, thermal abnormalities, proprioceptive
abnormalities,38 and evokes potential abnormalities, and
the latter includes cardiovascular, urogenital, gastrointes-
tinal, and thermoregulatory disorders.39 GB 20 is a common
point for the treatment of sensory deficits and autonomic
dysfunctions in PD, including occipital pain and stiffness,
headaches, vertigo, and dizziness.40 GB 20 is an intersect-
ing point of gallbladder meridian and Yangwei meridian,
and is located at the height of the bottom line of the oc-
cipital protuberance, 2.25 cun lateral to the midline (the
line of the pupil), and in the depression between the
sternocleidomastoid and trapezius muscles.41 For disturbed
autonomic function in PD, the MS4 line (lateral line III on
the forehead) can be used to treat sexual dysfunction,
urinary frequency, and constipation, because it goes down
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from the point 0.75 cun lateral to Touwei (ST 8), which
corresponds to the reproductive and intestinal regions.42

There are also acupoints that are related to both motor
and non-motor dysfunction. The MS8 line (lateral line I of
the vertex) goes backward from Tongtian (BL 7) to a dis-
tance of 1.5 cun, corresponds to the region of lumbar area,
legs, and feet, and can be used to treat paralysis, numb-
ness, and pain. The MS9 line (lateral line II of the vertex)
goes backward from Zhengying (GB 17) to Chengling (GB 18)
with a distance of 1.5 cun, corresponds to the region of the
shoulders, arms, and hands, and can be used to treat
headaches, migraine paralysis, numbness, and pain.

Based on our analysis, SEA combined with medications
exerted neuroprotective effects. For instance, the effec-
tiveness rate, and total UPDRS and Webster scale scores
were significantly improved when medication was com-
bined with SEA treatment compared with medication alone.
The potential mechanism by which SEA and medication as
an adjuvant treatment increased therapeutic effects may
be related to the possible complementary effect of the two
interventions in the regulation of dopaminergic and non-
dopaminergic pathways. It is also possible that SEA lifts the
restrictions on abnormal synaptic plasticity,43 D3 striatum
dopamine receptors decrease, and progressive loss of
dopaminergic neurons that occur with L-Dopa treatment.
Other possible mechanisms of SEA are as follows: (i) it im-
proves blood flow in the frontal lobe, cervical lobe, and
occipital lobe, thus promoting neuronal metabolism44; (ii) it
protects dopaminergic neurons by increasing the dopamine
transporter content in the basal ganglia45; (iii) it halts the
degeneration of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia
nigra and upregulates brain derived neurotrophic factor
mRNA levels in the ventral midbrain, thus regenerating the
injured dopaminergic neurons by activating endogenous
neurotrophins46; (iv) it inhibits the activation of microglia
and inflammation in PD47; (v) it enhances GABAergic inhi-
bition in the output structure of the basal ganglia48; (vi) it
protects the nigrostriatal system through anti-oxidative and
anti-apoptotic effects49,50; (vii) it protects and regulates
the motor circuits in the brain.51

Conclusion

SEA combined with medication can exert considerable ef-
fects in the treatment of PD, including improvements in the
effectiveness rate and the total UPDRS and Webster scale
scores. In addition, the adjuvant SEA treatment group had a
greater improvement in motor function, represented by the
UPDRS III score, than medication alone. These results are
encouraging; however, because of the relatively low num-
ber and poor methodological quality of the primary trials,
the results should be viewed with caution. Therefore, large
in sample size, strictly designed RCTs using unified
acupuncture points that follow the guidelines of CONSORT
and STRICTA are urgently needed to prevent heterogeneity
and produce high-quality evidence.
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